
Dutch Delft at the Court of William and Mary
by Michael Archer

When William and Mary came to the throne of England in 1689 their 
respective and shared enthusiasm for gardening and interior decoration 
were well known. Daniel Defoe wrote of them that “their Majesties agreed 
so well in their Fancy, and had both so good a Judgement in the just 
Proportions of Things, which are the principal Beauties of a Garden, that 
it may be said they both ordered every Thing that was done.” William was 
mainly concerned however with architecture and gardens, while Mary was 
renowned for her devotion to ceramics both of the oriental variety and 
of a rather special kind made in Delft. In this devotion she was by no 
means alone. The Dutch has been importing Chinese porcelain in vast 
quantities since the early 17th century and by the 1650s there were immense 
collections in Holland.

Urn for flowers. Painted in blue and 
marked AK. c.1690. Ht. 30.5cms.

Pyramid flower vase of nine tiers with 
a portrait of William III on the base.
Painted in blue and marked AK, c.1690. Victoria and Albert Museum (c.31 & A 
Ht I00.9cms. Hampton Court. —1954).
One such belonged to the Princess of Orange who married the Great 
Elector Frederick William I of Brandenburg-Prussia. Between 1688 and 
1695 her son Frederick III of Brandenburg rebuilt the Oranienburg Palace 
near Berlin and set out her collection in a special “por/cllankammer”. An 
engraving of 1688-9 shows that the walls were literally coated from floor 
to ceiling with plates and vessels. A hundred and sixty little cups were 
fixed between each single (lute of the many columns which lined the large 

and enormous pyramidal set pieces were placed at intervals. In 1706 
Frederick completed a second palace to the west of Berlin, named the 
Gharlottcnburg for his wife Sophie Charlotte. This too contained a

room
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porcelain room where much of the collection from the Oranienburg was 
exhibited in a rather more sophisticated manner to form decorative 
arrangements occupying the entire wall surface.

It is significant that as early as 1687 Mary already had rooms at the palace 
of Iionselaarsdijk near the Hague richly furnished with porcelain. In that 
year the German-Swcdish architect Nicodemus Tessin had visited and 
described her Audience Chamber as having “a chimney-piece . .. full of 
precious porcelain, part standing half inside it, and so fitted together that 
one piece supported another.” When she came to England she kept most 
of her porcelain at Kensington Palace. John Evelyn who saw it there 
described it as a “greate collection”, no understatement since there were 
no fewer than seven hundred and eighty pieces housed in eleven rooms.
After Mary’s death most of it was given to Arnold Joost van Keppel, first 
Earl of Albemarle but some still survives on the special shelves made for 
its display at Hampton Court and other pieces are doubtless at Windsor 
Castle and Buckingham Palace.
The intention here is not to discuss this Chinese porcelain but to concentrate 
instead on the pots which show her taste at its most personal and which 
she herself was responsible for commissioning from the potters of Delft.
It is therefore necessary to look at the houses which were closest to her 
heart and which she made very much her own. In 1684 William had 
bought the old castle of Het Loo in Gelderland and completely rebuilt it 
over the next eleven years. Like many 17th century palaces it contained 
separate sets of King’s and Queen’s Apartments and this division also 
extended to the garden. There was, for example, a bowling green in 
William’s part of the grounds while in Mary’s there was an elaborate formal 
garden and a garden room-cum-grotto. An underground passage beneath 
a terrace, which gave access from the basement of the central block of 
the palace to the main gardens, opened into this grotto and a series of 
other rooms, one of which was completely lined with tiles and was described 
in contemporary inventories as the “Cellar-Kitchen”. An account of these 
subterranean apartments survives in Walter Harris’s “A description of the 
King’s Royal Palace and Gardens at Loo’ of 1699 :
“In a corner of the Queen’s Garden, next to the Terras-walk of the Great 
Garden, and under one corner of the Palace, there is a fine Grotto, 
consisting of the Roots of Trees, Flints, and Shells, disposed in a rough 
Grotesco manner, and in one corner of the Grotto there is an Aviary.
The Room for the Grotto is paved with Black and White Marble, there 
being two Fountains in it over against one another, and they arc raised 
Arch-wise from the bottom to the top of the Room, the border round the 
Fountains being raised above a foot from the floor, in order to hinder the 
water from wetting the Room. The sides are embellished with divers 
sorts of Shells, and all parts of the Windows beautified with the same, in 
diverse Figures. There are three Gates of Passages into this Room, one from 
the Queen’s Garden, another from the Great Garden, under the Terras- 
walk, the third goes into a little Room, where a Couch is placed for Repose, 
and thence we go into another Room adorned all over with abundance of 
Porcelainc, or China.”
It is known from an 18th century inventory that this room contained among 
other things a large number of dishes and bowls, many flower-vases ami



two pyramids. It is an interesting reflection on the tedium of court life 
that the Queen’s idea of relaxation was to have this room specially equipped 
for jam-making. Recent excavations at Het Loo have shown what some 
of the flower pots in the “Cellar-Kitchen” looked like. Two globular sections 
have been found which fit together to form a pyramid, the smaller made 
to fit into the upper part of the larger. They are decorated in blue with 
Chinese subjects and have nozzles for cut flowers which are in the form of 
animal mouths. A second two-part vase, painted in blue with a peacock 
and flowers, takes the form of an urn with rope-twist handles standing on a 
gadrooned lower section. The third example is much more fragmentary 
but enough survives to show that it bears the Royal Arms of England as 
well as the Star of the Garter repeated round the base.
When Mary came to England she must have missed her grotto and 
basement rooms and looked about for a suitable place to construct a 
comparable retreat. William III suffered from asthma and in order to get 
away from the smoke of London he and his wife concentrated their 
attention on the old Tutor palace at Hampton Court. A drawing by Anton 
van der Wyngaarde of about 1560 shows the forest of roofs and pinnacles 
which existed then before the king demolished a large part of the building 
and constructed a new garden front to the designs of Sir Christopher Wren. 
This provided a series of state rooms with smaller, more informal 
apartments behind them. Mary was anxious to have temporary quarters

Flower vase with the initials of William 
and Mary. Painted in blue and marked 
LVE. c.ltiPO. Ht 30.7cms. Palace of 
Het Loo, Holland.

Urn with the royal arms and initials of 
William and Mary. Painted in bine and 
marked AK. c. ll$0. Ht 57cms. Erddig, 
Denbighshire (National Trust).
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there while work was in progress and Defoe tells us how 
“Her Majesty, impatient of enjoying so agreeable a Retreat, fix’d upon a 
Building formerly made use of chiefly for landing from the River, and 
therefore call’d the Water Gallery; and here, as if she had been conscious 
that she had but a few Years to enjoy it, she order’s all the little neat 
curious Things to be done, which suited her own Conveniences, and 
made it the pleasantest little Thing within Doors that could possibly be 
made tho* its Situation being such, as it could not be allowed to stand 
after the great Building was finish’d; we now see no remains of it....
Her Majesty had here a fine Apartment, with a Sett of Lodgings for her 
private Retreat only, but most exquisitely furnish’d; particularly a fine 
Chints bed, then a great Curiosity; another of her own work, while in 
Holland, very magnificent, and several others; and here was also her 
Majesty’s fine Collection of Delft Ware, which indeed was very large and 
fine; and here was also a vast Stock of fine China Ware, the like whereof 
was not then to be seen in England; the long Gallery, as above, was fill’d 
with this China, and very other Place, where it could be plac’d, with 
Advantage.
The Queen had here also a small Bathing-Room, made very fine, suited 
either to hot or cold Bathing, as the Season should invite; also a Dairy, 
with all its Conveniences, in which her Majesty took great Delight.”
It seems that in England jam gave way to cheese-making.
Unfortuately no contemporary views have survived of these interiors 
which must have been quite sumptous. Celia Fiennes wrote of the Water 
Gallery that it
“opened into a ballcony to the water and was decked with China and fine 
pictures of the Court Ladyes drawn by Nellor (Kneller); beyond this came 
severall roomes and one was pretty large, at the four corners were little 
roomes like closets or drawing roomes one panell’d all with Jappan another 
with Looking Glass and two with fine work under panclls of Glass.”
Mary died in 1694 and William, stricken with grief, lost heart and 
abondoned all new building at Hampton Court until after the fire at 
Whitehall Palace four years later. The Water Gallery was dismantled not 
long afterwards. Fortunately some of its Delft vases survive in the Palace, 
including four pairs and one single piece all of which are marked with the 
AK monogram of the manufacturer Adrianus Koeks, proprietor of the 
Greek A factory in Delft between 1687 and 1701. There is a pair of 
pyramids on stems with nozzles like long-necked animals which bear the 
Royal Arms and in the strap-work the Star of (In’. Order of the Garter, as in 
some of the painting on the Het Loo fragments. Closer to those in shape is a 
second pair of vases in the form of urns surmounted with crowns which were 
certainly made before 1694 since they carry the. intertwined initials of 
William and Mary. Another pair of tall pyramids is dearly an example of 
one of the types referred to in the Het Loo inventories. 'They arc made up 
tiers with nozzles supported on the backs of water buffaloes which recline 
on hexagonal bases painted with busts of the King. All these objects are 
decorated with great finesse in delicate shades of bine with complex 
ornament which is architectural in derivation and superbly suited in each 
case to the shape of the pot. The other vases, whose decoration has no royal 
associations, tend to be much simpler and less subtle in the relationship 
between form and painting. A pair of ewer-shaped pots on stands,



supported by lions holding globes are decorated with rosettes, flowers and 
borders of palmettes and have handles in the form of intertwined serpents. 
In all these respects they closely resemble the last of the surviving Water 
Gallery vases, a large two-handled urn with a tall lid.

Besides these nine monumental pots at Hampton Court there are a few 
other pieces which extend our idea of Queen Mary’s taste, either on grounds 
of style or because they are painted with the royal monogram. A much 
smaller vase bought in a shop not far from Hampton Court and now in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum is painted in such a strongly architectural 
style with such delicate shading of the blue that one must associate it with 
the vases discussed above. The same quality of painting appears on two 
even smaller vases, which also bear the interlinked W and M monogram, 
at Dyrham in Gloucestershire. This house was built by William Blathwayt, 
King William’s Secretary of State and the vases were probably a gift from 
the monarch. They form part of a large collection of Delft pottery, an 
example of the way in which Mary’s taste must have spread throughout the 
court circle. Another piece bearing the Royal monogram and arms, both 
surmounted by crowns in relief, is an enormous urn at Erddig in 
Denbighshire which must have come originally from a royal palace. At the 
base, between one of its lion’s paw feet and a cockle shell, we again find the 
AK monogram. In fact with the exception of the Het Loo excavated pieces 
and the Dyrham vases, which are unmarked, all the objects discussed 
have carried this mark, suggesting that Mary particularly patronised the 
Greek A factory. This is borne out by a bill of July 1695 in which Anne van 
Goltstein, her Privy Purse, wrote :
“I do certify that there is due unto Adrianus Koex of Delft for Dutch 
China or ware sent to her late Maty the sum of Thirteen hundred & Fifty 
Gilders 3 sty vers; of English Money £122 14s 9d.”
One last piece which can be associated with William and Mary is a vase 
bought in England and now at Het Loo. It bears the W and M monogram 
and on its base are lions holding globes between their paws, like those which 
support the base of the Hampton Court ewer. This Het Loo vase has the 
LVE mark of Lambert van Eenhorn, brother of Samuel van Eenhorn who 
was related by marriage to Adrianus Koeks and was his predecessor at the 
Greek A factory. In many cases their wares were remarkably close and it is 
not surprising that they should have used the same range of motifs.
It seems clear in any case that these spectacular and elaborate pieces did 
not originate in the minds of the potters who made them. They show every 
sign of having been designed by someone entirely at home with architectural 
detail and as Arthur Lane’s pioneering research showed, all the evidence 
points to the Hugenot architect Daniel Marot. He had worked for Louis 
XIV but left France on the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685 and 
came to Holland where he was employed by William III on the interior 
and the gardens at Het Loo and became his Master of Works. There are 
clear similarities between Queen Mary’s pots and prints by Marot but 
there is evidence that his involvement was closer than merely providing a 
general source of inspiraiton for their decoration. A bust of King William 
and a cupid with a peacock which appear on the bases of the large pair of 
the Hampton Court pyramids arc also found in one of a series of prints 
designed by Marot for a royal setting. However the painting shows them in
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reverse which suggests that they were not copied directly from the print 
itself but were probably taken from the original drawing. A large tile made 
at the Greek A factory in the collections of the Victoria and Albert Museum 
can be seen to relate directly to the same print. Since it bears the royal 
monogram, there is reason to suppose that it may well have been made 
for the Water Gallery.
There is evidence of Marot’s direct involvement with the design of large 
vases for when in 1710 the fashion for such pieces was on the wane the 
Hague Friday Courant carried an advertisement reading :
“Louis du Pre of Amsterdam has several fine quality vases and pots at the 
Municipal Sculpture warehouse, which were made by Mr. Daniel 1 Marot. 
They have the resonance of a bell and have just come from England. Among 
these are vases which are five feet high”.
All this evidence and that of other prints by Marot, when taken with his 
known involvement in the building and decoration of various royal palaces, 
suggests that it was he who was mainly responsible for the visual expression 
of Queen Mary’s devotion to blue and white china.


